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I would like to begin my remarks today by taking a few moments to highlight some of the many 
accomplishments of 2008-2009 at The College of New Jersey. 
 

• We again received a wide range of third party validations of the quality of a TCNJ 
experience, including: 

o U.S. News and World Report rated TCNJ the top public master’s college in the 
north for the 18th consecutive year; for the second year we have been recognized 
as one of 77 “up and coming” institutions in the nation and in a new listing, TCNJ 
is one of 80 institutions in the country recognized for excellence in undergraduate 
education  

o Kiplinger’s Personal Finance ranked TCNJ as a top 25 value nationally 
o The Fiske Guide to Colleges describes  TCNJ as a budget Ivy 
o TCNJ was again one of only 371 institutions included in this year’s Princeton 

Review of Best Colleges.   In a new ranking, the Princeton Review names TCNJ 
the #10 value nationally among public colleges and universities.  

 
Additionally, we enjoyed successful accreditation visits from National Council for Accreditation 
for Teacher Education (NCATE), Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET), 
AACSB—the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business, and the Commission on 
Collegiate Nursing Education.  In the coming year we will complete a Middle States periodic 
review report.  I know that many of you will participate in this important process and I thank you 
for the contributions you will make in ensuring we are maintaining our high level of excellence. 
 
There have been innumerable other indications of the quality that is TCNJ, including: 

• The College’s athletics program finished in ninth place in the race for the 2008-09 US 
Sports Academy Directors’ Cup, making this the 14th straight year that TCNJ has 
finished in the top 10.  

• Throughout the past year our teams reached extraordinary heights.  Our men’s baseball 
team received their 4th NJAC Championship in the last 5 years.  The women’s basketball 
team advanced to the final 4 for the first time in team history and finished 3rd in the 
country.  Our women’s lacrosse team was ranked in the top 4 nationally for the entire 
season.  Our men’s and women’s swimming and diving teams were NJAC conference 
champions and the women’s swimming and diving team attained the highest GPA of any 
of our athletic teams with a 3.41. 

• TCNJ was recognized for its commitment to conservation by receiving the NJBIZ Green 
Leadership Award for Alternative Energy Use 

 
• In that same vein, we have continued to save in excess of $1million annually as a result 

of our energy conservation efforts, and our Presidents Climate Commitment committee is 
completing our carbon neutrality report with its plan to become carbon neutral by 2040 or 
earlier.  

• Our faculty and staff members have continued to serve as leaders in their fields. Some 
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examples include: 
• Collectively, the faculty in the School of Science attracted over $2.4 million in grant 

awards.  This figure is for grants on which School of Science faculty members have been 
the Principal Investigator (PI).   

•  One of our professors of philosophy was elected president of the Association for Core 
Texts and Courses; 

• TCNJ librarians swept the honors granted this year by the Research Committee of the 
joint Association for College and Research Librarians and the New Jersey Library 
Association’s College & University Research Section. 

• These and many other faculty and staff members have brought positive attention and 
needed resources to the college through their efforts and intelligence. 

 

The quality of our academic experience is proven by the outcomes we can measure.  For 
instance, 

• Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) Exam, a national exam administered by the National 
Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying (NCEES) is the first step toward 
professional engineering licensure. 83% of the class of 2009 passed this challenging 
exam.  (only 58% of New Jersey test takers passed the exam).   

• Our most recently reported PRAXIS (the exit examination for teacher educators) pass 
rate was 98 percent (for 2008 graduates, our most recent data). 

• TCNJ accounting students rank #1 in passing all parts of the CPA exam among first 
time test takers who have not yet completed an advanced degree  

• TCNJ business seniors ranked in the 90th percentile or above on a national ETS exam 
in 7 of the 9 areas tested: Accounting, Finance, Management, Marketing, Quantitative 
Analysis, International Business, and Information Systems.  

• The first time pass rate for our 2008 graduating nursing students is 97% on the National 
Council Licensure Examination (National 88%). 

• The results from our most recent survey of TCNJ graduates continue to validate the 
College’s success in preparing new leaders for our state and nation. The survey of 
graduates from 2008 indicates that 

o 96% of our graduates were in graduate school or were employed within 12 
months of graduation.  

o The mean starting salary for this class was $44,935, a 3% increase from the year 
before, with the highest averages for graduates from Engineering (at $55,894) 

o 42% of the class of 2008 indicated that they had applied for admission to 
graduate/professional school during their senior year. 

o 33% of the graduates who responded were attending graduate school, an increase 
of 3% from the year before.  

  
The statistics on the entering undergraduate class indicate that we will continue to see great 
success for our graduates in the future.   

• The average SAT for the generally admitted freshman class  for Fall 2009  is 1287 with a 
90% high school average,  equal to that of  last year’s class  (1308 total students in class) 

• 12% of those students had a 1400+ on the SAT (151 students) and 32 enrolled students 
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had a 1550+ on the SAT 
• 290 students in the entering class were in the top 5% of their high school graduating class 

and 13 were class valedictorians 
• There are 94 out of state students joining our community, not as many as last year, but 

the second highest percentage in the College’s history 
• We continue to see a strong representation from underrepresented populations and though 

we have very strong application numbers from EOF eligible students, we must improve 
on our yield in getting this important population enrolled. 

• This  fall’s  transfer population of 350  is the largest in a decade 
• The diversity of talents and abilities in this class is remarkable:     

o 52% were varsity athletes 
o 8% were editors of their high school newspapers 
o 25% participated in band/orchestra or chorus 
o 21 languages are spoken by the entering class 

• The class is marked by great citizens who 
o Raised money and helped build a well for clean water in Nicaragua 
o Volunteered for two years in a dentist’s office in Egypt 
o Taught students in Kenya 
o Taught English in Pakistan to male prisoners 

• And we even have someone who appeared on Law and Order 
 

These talented students are being joined by new faculty, staff, and administrators.  We welcome 
20 new faculty from 13 disciplines as well as senior leadership of three of our academic schools 
and a new director of international and off-campus programs.  All of these new members of our 
community bring great excitement and energy.    

Last year at this time, I announced a number of goals to continue our progress in the five 
initiatives announced in the Fall of 2007.  These initiatives were to provide support and rationale 
for the fulfillment of TCNJ’s special mission to prepare the most academically committed 
citizens of our state as they become leaders of their communities. As part of this positioning, we 
conducted a consumer survey that demonstrated very strong alumni satisfaction, 99.4%, with 
TCNJ.  There is a clear understanding among alumni of where the College fits among its peers 
and our graduates have great pride in their alma mater.  They rated us favorably in comparison to 
such institutions as NYU, Villanova, and Boston College. This is a testament to the combined 
efforts of the alumni communications program, the Alumni Association, and the Alumni Affairs 
Office over the last 6-7 years. In addition, the survey confirmed that the College was not held in 
as high regard among the public in general, which rated TCNJ highly but not as well as the 
aforementioned colleges. In response to these results, we have designed and begun to implement 
a communications campaign that will promote TCNJ to key constituencies. Among these 
activities, because our alumni understand us and are numerous in the state, we will be seeking to 
engage alumni as ambassadors for the College. Other portions of this messaging campaign have 
included and will include precisely targeted and cost-effective advertising in strategically placed 
areas aimed at out-of-state prospective students, prospective employers, and alumni.  
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Last year, I set a goal of meeting with at least 30% of the state political leadership in order to 
inform the legislature of the special qualities of TCNJ.  By the end of September, I will have met 
with legislators representing every county in the state and 27 of the legislative districts.   During 
these meetings, I focus my comments on TCNJ’s unique role in the state and region, our 
institutional leadership in accountability and transparency, as well as our reputation for 
excellence. The responses from legislators have been uniformly positive, ranging from 
comments like, “You guys are the ‘gold standard” to “Well, the only complaints I get are ‘Why 
can’t I get my child into TCNJ?’” 
 
 With regard to diversifying and enhancing revenue streams, it was a challenging but largely 
successful year.   

• We received $3.7M against a cash target of $5.2M, with 4600 gifts from alumni. 
• While these represent decreases from the year before, the $1.1M from alumni, the third 

consecutive year we have approached or exceeded that amount from alumni, is a far cry 
from the $371,000 alumni contributed just five years ago and the total is still the third 
highest total ever raised at TCNJ.   

 
• In addition, the Foundation’s endowment did not suffer the precipitous decrease in 

performance that comparable endowments suffered.  Where the average decrease in 
endowments from $10M to $50M was 25% during the first six months of the fiscal year, 
our decrease was only 11.7% during that time period. And it appears we will finish the 
year only having lost 6.92%.   

• We have chosen a consulting firm to work with our leadership team to complete a 
feasibility study for a capital campaign.  

   
Regarding the enhancement of facilities and infrastructure, we invested $6.2 million from our 
asset renewal funds in such projects as new walkways, steam/condensate utility system, roof 
repairs and replacement, and roadway paving.  We made significant progress working with a 
steering committee on the creation of a plan for a town center, and students have moved into 
Phelps and Hausdoerffer halls.  These residence halls came in ahead of schedule and under 
budget.  

The renovations to Eickhoff Hall and the dining facilities in Travers-Wolfe (or the T-Dubs diner) 
are extraordinary and will surely be met with the same increase in student usage as the recently 
renovated Food Court in Brower Student Center. This year there was significant progress on the 
new Art and Interactive Multimedia Building, which is on target to open during the spring 
semester.  

Throughout the past year we have all been introduced to our new student system, PAWS. 
 PAWS, which stands for Primary Academic Web Services, has allowed TCNJ to accomplish 
many of the goals that were not feasible in past years.  Students, Faculty and Staff requested 
features to streamline or enhance their academic business and we have delivered that with this 
new PAWS system.  Some of the new features in PAWS are already contributing to efficiencies 
on campus.  The automation of the Academic Advising module will help us advise our students 
as they plan out their academic schedules.  In this module, there are reporting capabilities to 
make sure that students are prepared for graduation and also “what if” reporting that will help us 
guide our students if for example, they are considering changing majors.  This module, in 
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conjunction with the Enrollment Shopping Cart helps our students register for the classes they 
need and assists them in pre-planning for their future here at TCNJ.  While PAWS will be a 
significant time saver for our students, it will also provide much needed information to our 
faculty and staff.  We are confident that as we move more deeply into using the PAWS system, 
 the information provided will assist us in many levels of our decision making process. 
 
In order to support our commitment to accountability and transparency, we conducted a series of 
national surveys to assess the success of the academic transformation (Beginning College 
Student Survey of Student Engagement, National Survey of Student Engagement, and Faculty 
Survey of Student Engagement). The 2009 surveys had the highest participation rate to date with 
40% of first year students and 38% of seniors completing the online surveys. We used the data 
from the Beginning College Survey of Student Engagement to create advising reports to help 
students identify pitfalls and opportunities for academic success at TCNJ. A preliminary look at 
the data from the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) shows continued growth in all 
five of the NSSE benchmarks:  Level of Academic Challenge, Active and Collaborative 
Learning, Student-Faculty Interaction, Enriching Educational Experiences, and Supportive 
Campus Environment.  In addition, our levels on all five of these benchmarks exceed those of a 
comparison group made up of colleges and universities with whom we typically compete for 
students (Boston College, Drexel University, Lafayette College, Lehigh University, Northeastern 
University, Seton Hall University, University of Maryland-College Park, Villanova).   

A comparison of the average TCNJ student with the average student in institutions identified by 
NSSE for their high levels of student engagement shows that the average TCNJ student reports 
both greater Levels of Academic Challenge and more Enriching Educational Experiences.  
Results that stand out from the Faculty Survey of Student Engagement (FSSE) include faculty 
perceptions that greater than 90% of TCNJ students have positive relationships with both other 
students and faculty. 

In describing the TCNJ Student Experience based on the NSSE results, the following stand out: 

• By their senior year, 77% of students have participated in some form of practicum, 
internship, field experience, co-op, or clinical assignment. 

• By their senior year, 31% of students have done research with a faculty member. 
• 94% of first year students report a favorable image of this institution; 88% of seniors 

would choose this school again if they could start their college career over. 
• 87% of first year students feel that this institution has a substantial commitment to their 

academic success.  
  
With regard to our commitment to transparency and accountability in administrative matters, last 
year we completed the development of our program for ethics training (in compliance with New 
Jersey requirements) and have begun the implementation of funding all the recommendations 
received in the security audit. As part of the College’s overall compliance program, a searchable 
online policy manual will be launched this fall. This central repository will provide a 
standardized format for and consistent access to official Board of Trustees and College operating 
policies. A policy framework or “policy on policies” has been drafted to describe the roles and 
responsibilities for policy development and will be presented for governance review in 
September and Board of Trustees approval this fall.  
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In summary, 2008-2009 was again an exceptional year; however, the events surrounding the 
state’s “budget season” have threatened to overshadow much of that success. TCNJ has been 
buffeted by the financial crises of New Jersey and the nation.  While the state resources 
originally cut from the higher education budget will be substituted by Federal Stimulus funds, 
presuming we can certify our meeting expectations in the budget bill, the turmoil caused by the 
re-opening and re-negotiation of state-wide contracts, with resulting requirements for salary 
freezes and furlough days for all union employees, has been damaging. The most obvious losses 
will be experienced by every member of the College community—in loss of income for all 
CWA, IFPTE and AFT members and all non-unit staff and administrators as well as in loss of 
services for students, visitors, and alumni.  I know that I can count on our collective commitment 
to this wonderful institution to keep that loss of services to a minimum.  But let’s face it, it is 
impossible for TCNJ to lose the contributions represented by over 6,300 days of work and not 
experience some loss of service.  In addition to these losses, of course, there is the concomitant 
drop in staff and faculty morale exacerbated by the confusion that has accompanied the 
implementation of the changes in work expectations. 
 
I absolutely understand and empathize with the effect on morale.  As to the confusion, let me 
give the larger community some insights into the context in which TCNJ was expected to 
manage the changes. 
 
First, the sheer complexity of the contract changes is a challenge.  We have three different 
contracts with different numbers of days for furlough and “banked” days as well as different 
limitations on furlough days.   
 
Second, instructions from the New Jersey Office of Employee Relations changed over the course 
of the summer. For instance, at one point we were informed that some union employees would 
not be able to take multiple furlough days within a week.  With a change in the application form, 
union members are now allowed to take multiple furlough days within a week. At one point we 
were informed that some union employees would be able to use partial days as furloughs. We 
now know that only full days can be taken in the furlough programs.  
 
Let me share as clearly as I can today what are the requirements of the contracts for pay freezes 
and furlough days as well as our plans for comparable salary savings for non-unionized 
employees. 
 
For CWA and IPFTE members:   

1.  During the FY10, you will not receive a COLA increase.  That COLA increase will 
be added to your salary base on January 1, 2011; however, you will receive a COLA 
increase on July 1, 2010. 

2. During FY10, those of you who are eligible will receive step increases. 
3. During FY10, you will be required to take 8 self-directed (but supervisor approved) 

and 2 assigned furlough days without pay.  You will receive 7 “banked” paid vacation 
days that you may take any time after June 30, 2010. 

 

 For AFT members, ratified only 9 days ago: 

1.  During FY10, you will not receive a COLA increase.  That COLA increase will be 
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added to your salary base on January 1, 2011; however, you will receive a COLA 
increase on July 1, 2010. 

2. During FY10, those of you who are eligible will receive step increases. 
3. During FY10, you will be required to take 6 self-directed (but supervisor/dean 

approved) furlough days and one assigned furlough day without pay.  Faculty are not 
allowed to use instructional days as furlough days. You will receive 3 “banked” paid 
vacation days that you may take any time after June 30, 2010. 

 

Dr. Edelbach and Provost Bresnahan are finalizing the details of the implementation of the AFT 
furlough program and will soon be able to share these details with the community.  

I will be taking a recommendation to the Board of Trustees for non-unit members that will bring 
us in line with the state mandate that we obtain the same percentage of salary savings from our 
non-unit employees as the state has negotiated with our unit employees.  As soon as we had the 
specifics of the AFT contract confirmed, I shared a proposed plan for non-unit savings with the 
Governor’s Office and we are currently awaiting their formal input.   

Let me make myself perfectly clear – although the structure of the loss in pay is different, the 
financial impact will be felt by all of our unit employees whose contracts have been renegotiated 
with the state and by all of our non-unit employees.  The loss in income for non-unit employees 
will be comparable to those in the unions with ratified agreements. 

TCNJ has been instructed by the New Jersey Office of Employee Relations and the state’s 
Department of Treasury on how to provide certification in order to receive the stimulus funds 
and how to manage the renegotiated contracts:  

1. In order to receive the state-allocated federal stimulus funds, we must be able to 
certify a number of expenditures and allocations.  The two that have received the 
most attention are: 
 

a. That we did not raise tuition and mandatory general and educational fees for 
in-state undergraduates above 3%. We did not. We did raise the mandatory fee 
for construction/facilities improvement (a fee we have had in place since the 
1980s and not considered a general and educational fee) by 5%, to support our 
master plan for academic building construction.   

b. That we realized savings in non-union employee salary budgets equivalent to 
that accomplished by the furlough programs for the union employees. 

 
2. I made clear to the leadership of our campus unions and of the faculty and staff 

senates, since I was not in favor of furloughs, our original budget plan did not include 
furloughs of any faculty or staff member.  However, the New Jersey Office of 
Employee Relations has made it very clear, TCNJ does not have any options about 
implementing the contracts as ratified by the membership, including the furlough 
programs.   

 
I sympathize with the frustration of the state leadership in facing the budget realities that 
confronted them in balancing the state’s budget; however, the remedies imposed on TCNJ are 
not in keeping with the concept of the autonomy that has allowed The College to flourish in the 
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last 23 years. While identical treatment of dissimilar entities might appear easy to administer, it 
is not necessarily fair and it is surely no way to reward those organizations and institutions who 
continuously commit to excellence, transparency, and accountability.       
 
 If we were a different kind of institution, I suspect we could spend most of our time bemoaning 
the impact of the facts I just detailed and the endless number of hours that have been and will be 
required to administer the complexity embedded in these certifications and diverse modifications 
of contracts.  But we are not that type of institution.   

To that end, during this summer’s President’s Advisory Council Retreat, we reviewed 15 
projects central to our institutional mission and most promising as projects that would attract 
external resources. This retreat included leadership from the Faculty Senate, Staff Senate, 
Student Government Association, Planning and Priorities Council, Student Trustees, Faculty and 
Staff Representatives to the Board of Trustees as well as the senior administrative leadership of 
the College. After consideration of the discussion at the retreat and the follow up comments from 
the participants, I have concluded that the following should be our focus for the academic year 
2009-2010: 

1. The Town Center 
2. Health Sciences Pipeline Programs 
3. Center for Teaching and Learning  
4. Mentored Undergraduate Summer Experience (MUSE)   
5. Student Leadership Programs 
6. Sustainability, Resource Conservation and Other Green Initiatives 

 
I have charged our Vice President for College Advancement with leading the process of securing 
the resources necessary to support these initiatives.  However, make no mistake, this must be 
a collective effort involving faculty, administration, and staff.  Vice President Marcy will work 
with his cabinet colleagues to assure the organization of work groups to develop specific plans 
for the six projects chosen for our focus this year. The Town Center, of course, already has such 
a work group in the Town Center Steering Committee. The plans for resource cultivation related 
to these programs will include a case study or program description and a fund-raising or external 
resource development component; the plans will likely become integrated with any future capital 
campaign.     
 
We are at a critical juncture for The College of New Jersey. Despite the successes we have 
earned and the foundation we have built here, circumstances beyond our control have brought to 
us all a measure of frustration. One thing I can assert is that the events of the last 5 months have 
only re-enforced the wisdom of the focus of the October 2007 plan:  "An Exceptional Path:  Five 
Strategies to Support The College of New Jersey in its Integrated Transformation.”   We must 
position ourselves as the special institution that we are; we must garner the external resources to 
assure our success; we must provide excellent facilities to provide the environment for our 
students and faculty to learn and grow; we must be accountable to all our publics and transparent 
in our self-reflection; and we must continue to partner with the K-12 system and graduate 
institutions to help our students and alumni succeed in their aspirations.  Just as we have become 
expert at learning from our outcomes and self-reflection how to improve and excel, so must we 
learn from the state’s financial challenges that have resulted in these obstacles caused by the re-
negotiated contracts and troublesome budget language. As has become a frequent comment of 
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the times: a crisis is too important an event to go to waste.  We will not do so.   

This is usually where I quote Emily Dickinson, but we are not at a Dickinson moment for TCNJ. 
We need a more robust charge, a more assertive stance expressing our commitment and 
challenge.  It is a Walt Whitman moment.  

 Whitman writes, 

Have you learn'd lessons only of those who admired you, and were 
tender with you, and stood aside for you? 
Have you not learn'd great lessons from those who reject you, and 
brace themselves against you? or who treat you with contempt, 
or dispute the passage with you? 

 

TCNJ has enough strength of character and resilience to learn from both—we have and we will.  

Thank you for your love of and devotion to The College of New Jersey. 
  

 
  


